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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

To whom it may concern at the Office for Disability Issues : 

I am writing this e-mail as feedback on your proposed "Wage Supplement Approach" Vs "MWE" 

Before I make any comment I want to state plainly that I do not think that the "Wage S 
Approach" is a good idea and that it should be scrapped. 

company. 

s 9(2)(a) OIA 

Feedback: 

1. If the "Wage Supplement 
out of business, becaus sy c 

t many disabled people are not able to 

pie are not able to function or even understand the 

iii. As stated in the Minister's Forward, "Participating in the labour market is one way that people are 
able to 
contribute to their communities and develop their skills and abilities." ""MWE" companies provide jobs 
that enable 
disabled people to work, contribute and feel pride in their accomplishments. If "MWE" companies are 
forced to t 

pay minimum wages, many of those jobs will be lost. [My friend is very proud of the job he does 
s 9"(2)'{8J 
OIA . It would be a great shame for him to lose that job.] 

iii. Through the jobs that "MWE"'s provide, they also provide opportunity for social interaction. Many 
competitive 
marketplace companies emphasize productivity and would minimise opportunity for socialisation on 



the job. [My 
friend gets great pleasure telling about birthday parties and outings with his work friends.] 

iv. If the "MWE" companies are forced out of business and those jobs are eliminated many disabled 
people will be 
without regular social contact outside their families. 

2. Wages should not be the focus 

a. I was actually offended to read the wording in the Minister's Forward, referring to "MWE" 
" ... discriminatory and 
unfair practice against disabled people ... " Even though this language is quite emoti 

i. My exposure to "MWE" companies evidenced neither discrimination or unfa/!J'T 
they exhibit 
caring, understanding, and graciousness. They want to help disable , 
not bother. 

ii. "MWE"'s are not taking advantage of the disabled, but r th 
work, gain self
esteem and confidence. The "MWE" is giving tot e'. 

b. The issue is not money: 

Pay, even a small amount, that they can be proud that they have earned for themselves, even if it 
is not enough 
to live on. 

If this change is enacted it will eliminate many jobs that are currently available to disabled people. It 
will actually be a detriment to our disabled community, rather than a help. 

Please do not make this change! 

A few comments: 

1. I tried to submit this feedback online as per your web address, but it was not available. 

2. Having 14 April as the cut-off date for feedback does not allow enough time for adequate feedback. 



Because th . t e window f ex end the time for fe~d~~~ko,rtunity is so narrow 
. , much leg1·t· imate f eedback will 

Respectfully, not reach you. Please 

s 9(2J{a) OIA 
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From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

s 9(2)(a) 
wage suoolement consultation CMSD) 
RE: Wage Supplement as Alternative to MWE 
Monday, 25 March 2019 4:46:12 PM 

Thanks for your response~ ~(2) 
Yes that clearly is the main point. 

What I tried to outline was how flexible everybody needs to be when coping with someo 
s 

It is simply not possible to maintain clear and accurate records of what he is doi , 

worth, and how it should be supplemented. He lives in the moment and eve 

. Each day he travels to 

where he does basic repetitive 

tasks and for that receives a small amount in remuneration. 

s 9T2)(a) 's mental capacity is such that he spends no time assessing the meaning of life, 

whether time travel is possible or why there are colours. 

His life revolves around the basic routines of getting up, getting ready for the day, whats for 

lunch and whats on TV. 





s 9(2)(kl 

(ii) Replacing the MWE system will result in all workers, regardless of ability, 
being paid at least the minimum wage. But current MWE workers typically 



require a high level of supervision. Thus if these workers are no longer exempt 
from the minimum wage, there will be inflationary pressure on the wages of the 
supervisors so that a "fair" relativity is maintained. This in turn will increase the 
cost structure of the organisation, making it more difficult for the business to 
remain a going concern and ultimately leading to job losses that will primarily 
victimise disabled workers. 

The first workers to be made redundant as the business faces financ~· l u e 
will be the least productive. Hence, 5 9(2)(a) will be on · s 
casualties. He will not understand why he is losing his job and · av o er 
opportunities for re-employment. He will go home to a life-Qf ~ th ng once 
again. This likely result is contradictory to the discuss· ~ ument's stated 
(p. iii) to protect existing job opportunities. ,//': 

Consider the following comparison. A profit-making company would not 
deliberately employ a fully-able worker with a similar level of productivity to his, 
and if they did so unknowingly, at minimum wage or more, that worker would 
not retain their job for very long. The implication, unless you differentiate 
between a disabled worker and a fully-able but very unproductive worker, is 



that, like the fully-able but unproductive worker, the disabled worker would lose 
their job. Perhaps that might achieve your aim of non-discrimination, but it does 
not fulfill your obligation to "safeguard and promote the realization of the right 
to work" of disabled people. 

Yours sincerely 



s 9(2)(a) 

14 April 2019 

Submission ~ 
Minimum Wage Exemption ~ ~ 
Via email (? _... 
wage supplement consultation@msd.govt.nz ~ 

s 9(2Ha) 

1 This is an individual submission on the propos I Ii he Min' 

Exemption. s_9.....:.(2.....:).::@.;;:2'=--=::===::;::::::::::::::=~~+~~;;z==;~~~==J...J---, 

6 While every effort is made to train MWE employees to move into mainstream 
employment, the chances of mainstream employers taking them on are not great. 
Ats 91 justs % of employees can read and write, and most who can are at a 
low level of literacy. Often instructions have to be repeated frequently as attention 
spans or levels of understanding are not great. It is therefore understandable to 
me at least why mainstream employers are likely to take on just a handful of our 
seriously disabled employees. 

7 New Zealand has an unacceptably bad record of life expectancy for those with 
learning impairments. At best the life expectancy for learning disabled is 13 years 



less than the general population. Contrast this with the number of 5 
9

(
2)(aJ ---

2 

employees who have worked for s 9(2) for more than a decade, with a couple of 
employees who have been withs 9{2) for over 40 years. Some say we have 
trapped our employees and are failing to upskill them for mainstream 
employment. I argue most of our employees would struggle in a mainstream 
environment. Because they feel valued they have a reason to stay well in order to 
come to work for us. 

8 A proposal is to replace the MWE with a subsidy to business enterprise 

e ~ 

ed~ 

employers. There are a number of business related consequences th u 
thought through to ensure the enterprises can continue to be co r: · 1 
and effective employers of disabled people. 

and their eligibility formally acknowledged. The ~- ent tool e t 

9 If the employer is to receive a wage subsidy for eacheee wi ~ majo 
learning impairment, each person who receives~h ~- should be ss 

be totally revised. The professionally revi~e ,,,tool sh~ 
only eligible employees can attract thew s e pai~~p yers. 

10 While I acknowledge the need to E E, I ~4~~ care is taken 
to ensure business enterprises s se with ~~ing impairments 
are allowed to retain commerc· vi i nd tha(ih~sE re eligible for the 
wage subsidy are profe~ally -..=,..,,,_,sed by$J>{'q~\t alidated tool. 

A<< \ \ 
s 9{2)(a) 



29th April 2019 

Wage Supplement Consultation 

s 9(2)(k) 

Two years ago I found out abouts 9 2 a ____ who employ disabled workers. I 
work for s 9(V(a) ands 9(2) is one of our suppliers that creates 9(2}(a 



s 9(2) need to be commercially competitive in the marketplace for our company to use them 
as a supplier. 

I also feel this document lacks real examples of how the wage supplement would work. Both 
examples are where a disabled person lives at home as is not independent, this is not the 
reality for a lot of disabled people. The examples shown are that 'Gina' and 'Jeremy' would 
still need the Supported living payment each week and they would be better off financially. 
So, in effect the government could be paying the cost difference between the MWE and 



yours sincerely 

s 9(2)(~ 



A Wage Supplement as an alternative to Minimum Wage Exemption Permits 
2019 - Discussion Document 

30 April 2019 

I wish to make a submission in my capacity as a tertiary educator with 
teaching adults with a learning (intellectual) disability. 

Adult-Uteracy.pdf) 

to understand the document and Addition~~! , ~~ th~nki ~. 
comple so~ mvolv ~er. 

T re is er that onl~ \;: ith physical disability can make a submission, or those 
le ·ng disa~· w~~~e strong support networks. For example, family or friends 

. In my~,~ huge proportion of the workers do not have that kind of support 
o take r~ · the issues with them and advocate on their behalf (without 

twor~,n~ 

I I urge that the people directly affected be consulted in person, especially ~~~ learning disability. As far as I am aware, none of the employees I work with (0~ b~ visited. 

~ Many of the people I teach are older. Multiple people have said they were placed in state 
care before institutions were closed down. Some are likely to be candidates for the 
investigation into abuse in state care. For example; they have shared stories of running 
away, being denied food and of physical abuse. Others share stories of this happening at 
the hands of individuals closer to home who they should have been able to trust. 

It would be an enormous disservice to these extraordinary people if there is even a remote 
chance that they might eventually lose their jobs through the introduction of the 
supplement. 

They have already lost so much. Losing meaningful employment as part of a caring, 
accepting, safe and secure community would simply be wrong. 

1 



As part of our time . Part of that d' ~1th learners . study options 'fiuss,on includes'~~ include "next ste s" . 
speak to loves th~~~jo~~:::i";!~~ shI~~l t~:;"c~~s:xJored:~~s=~~~: )~;ards course end. 
Thank you for consid . not wish to move o~o.lt 7sowetver, nearly :~~hryer work and ermg my sub . . no about the worker we 

m1ss1on. money. 

Yours sincerely, 

2 



Submission for the Proposed Wage Supplement as an Alternative to Minimum Wage Exemption 

Permits. 



Most of the employees at places like8 9(2)(a)do not understand all of the rules and regulations 

of government, or what MWE is, due to their disabllities. They rely heavily on their families to fill out any 
necessary paperwork required by WINZ or other organisations. The United Nations Convention says that 
"all countries should involve disabled people ln mal<ing new laws and policies" (United Nations 

2012). As these employees will be hugely impacted by this proposal and they are not able t 
them then the government has an obligatlon under the United Nations Convention to con 

families and caregivers of these employees directly. This has not happened. 

s 9(2) a 

and {2014). Disability-and-labour-market-tables [Excel spreadsheet, Table 2, Labour 
ron:e-.sraa.lS by region]. Retrieved from http://archive.stats.govtnz/~/media/Statistics/browse-
e r s/health/disabilities/disabili -and-la,!:>our-markef/disability-and-labour-market-tables.xls 

nited Nations Enable. (2012). International agreement on the rights of disabled people EasyRead 

version. Retrieved from 

Jlttps:llassets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/s~stem/u12loc1ds/attachment data/file/34 
5108/easy-read-un-convention.pdf 



Submission in response to the Discussion Document, 

A Wage Supplement as an alternative to Minimum Wage Exemption permits 

April 2019 

me r" eria fo such a I sis they must have a tested IQ of 70 or less and have 

,oQ,lajns in daily i ·ng. These problems are due to having significant limitations in 

i rt¥ectual fu i ing them with poor memory, learning difficulties and impaired 

dap§i o v o . ese need be noticeable pre 18 years of age. Because of these features 
their; i ty t · ritise, plan, organise, use initiative and problem solve are all compromised. 

d o be disorganised, random and reactionary to what is occurring about them which 

with poor coping skills and vulnerable. They are dependent on others for support 

varying degrees so to help plan, organise and manage their lives. They are all too often 

a part of their ongoing support structure. 

The supports required are different than needed for most other people with a disability who 

do not have a cognitive impairment. It is not a matter of putting some modifications or 

technology in place to accommodate their needs then leave then to get on with life. It is the 

lifelong limitation on intellectual function that creates the barriers to be able to fully and 

safely access the community. Typically the most necessary accommodations and supports 

needing to be put in are around planning, organising and providing timely cues and directions 

to encourage people into doing the necessary or right things at the appropriate times and 

then provide oversight and monitoring so to be able to step in to redirect or problem solve 

1 

.... 



when or should it be needed. This support is typically needed on a daily basis and is needed 

lifelong. People with an intellectual disability fare best when they have a strong, loyal, 

competent and trustworthy advocate that can regularly devote time and energy in an ongoing 

manner to organise and manage things on their behalf. Many people with an intellectual 

disability do not have the luxury of this from a natural support and even less have it reliably 

lifelong. Most require some form of benevolent, welfare support and guidance p~''d~d by 
funded services to comfortably and safely navigate and live a good life i fti~neral /4( 
community. ~ ~ 
There are some vocal activists in the disability sector who argue that le i a isabili 

and this is any disability, should never congregate together for: ny spo \3g, ecreational,\; 

educational and social or employment activities purely due ~ e r common d~n~·nato 

being their disability. This is their own philosophica~n point a d are 

welcome to hold them however they only ever se i espou~v· on 
issues pertaining to people with an intellectual ,~~ see s ~g to say so 

publically about other disability groups wh d ·m_t~ llective r iti well able 

to advocate for themselves. They~p i I ympic~ r · ability specific 
sporting activities, Special Schools/ c i n, si entia up ~ ·t shared homes and 

flats and employment though disa · terpris a vra Business Enterprise 

contracts as well the use ofer of s sidi~s t o encourage employers to 
employ someone wit~s ~~ They opp ~ u ccupation and activity such as 
centre based days i a ocial cR c the Shine Ball and disability service 

run discos, cele Yet t ~I vities that people with an intellectual 

as pos e , ~r munrtr 

For a~ these op~~~ e been active and vocal in their opposition of the 

~nim~ age E~tio~ ~\>scheme. They tried to have Sheltered Workshops all close 
)d~d we agi d en some transitioned into operating under Business Enterprise 

tracts fe i~ · ployment to people with an Intellectual Disability. Many of the 

early · 1 n 1< o Supported Employment were among these voices and took every 

o r unit t nigrate workshop style supports and any other employer subsidies in an 

romote their new concept. A quarter of a century on and Business Enterprise 

t ts still offer what many people with an intellectual disability want in their lives and 

ported employment, as originally promoted, is near defunct. Though it was based on good 

intent and it works well for some, it just did not provide the full solution it had promised and 

especially not for people with an intellectual disability. I do not believe that these opponents 

will be placated by the Wage Subsidy scheme suggested as they will still see it as an employer 

enticement which they have always opposed. 

I believe the Minimum Wage Exemption Permits have their valid place as they help provide 

real and proven opportunities to intellectually disabled people to be employed. They provide 

the fairest manner of ensuring pay relativity to their employed peers/ colleagues and to the 
typical employee in entry level or unqualified work in the open workplace. The majority of 

the permits are awarded to people with an Intellectual Disability and who are working in 

2 



disability enterprises operating with Business Enterprise contracts. It is basically an issue for 

these people with intellectual disability, their advocates and employers. It does not impact 

on disabled others in our community or others people not directly involved, yet many people 

and groups seem to presume that they have a right to impose their views and ideologies onto 

or speak on behalf of intellectually disabled people without any mandate to do so. It is the 

people actually working in and attending disability enterprises and making use MWE 

permits that need to be canvassed and listened to on this issue as well as those 

supports and employers. Most of the people assessed under the MWE sc m 

to respond to the discussion document and those that do will he~a o 
influenced to varying degrees by whoever assists them to comple q tions. 

responses to the discussion document will not give a full or tru.e~ .. ure of at peo 

the MWE scheme believe or understand to be the issu~e. ~ to be ma 
MBIE to approach these people and gain their unbias cl u i luence~· s, 1 

rather than rely on document feedback. ~ a 
The contention that MWE permits contr~e ~ land's~-$\.~ r the UN 
Convention is simply a personal opinio e It see to h v~

1

~ handed on by 
word of mouth and is now present as · · · legal fa I i\yio many people hold 

opposing views for good reason. Arti 2 ates th I eop e must receive "equal 

remuneration for work of ~ue". hat nt does is give some good 

evidence to the valu~so ~~~, work/p ct@i ity at they can be remunerated 

equivalent to the at c'\' 
As a sector e n I ys be n ~r and striving to improve but we also need 

imp o ' · es. ~ w introduced programmes, projects and schemes 

that ci{~V~ ary to opt · u h Individualised Funding and Enabling Good Lives for 

~mp~re is s·cally o out a 25 - 30% uptake. However when new ideas are 
) ~ed to p ly hance the lives of people with an intellectual disability, such as 

sing th I~ shops and now doing away with MWE, they get foisted on them. 

Ther · t r opt out choice available to them, it is as if they and their views and wants 

a ing ded. If we look at the rather recent history of things such as closing the 

, dividualised Funding, Enabling Good Lives, Community Participation, Local Area 

1 ation the System Transformation and so on we will find that there has been little if 

ything ever done to measure their impact on people with an intellectual disability as a 

lost in or ignored under the banner of "disabled people". 

As far as I am aware the Ministry of Social Development, Business Enterprise contracts were 

introduced to support those sheltered workshops that wanted to continue to provide their 

style of disability support, to remain in operation. These organisations tended to be set up in 

a benevolent, welfare mode so to give people with a disability meaningful daily activities, 

occupation and social connections. The nature of the work they did and the environment 

most suited people with an intellectual disability. They never intended being commercial, 

profit making undertakings that compete in the open market as they knew this would be 

3 



impossible to do when employing people with an intellectual disability. However this need 

to be near fully commercial is now the reality. It is an unintended consequence of decisions 

made many years ago that were never reviewed or measured to ascertain their success or 

otherwise. They may have been made in good intent but were at times ill-advised or not 

thought out fully. I fear that moving from MWE to a Wage Supplement is just another step in 

this direction. As already stated, it will remove fair and equable pay relativit~y,t will /) 

negatively impact on the disability enterprises and their ability to achieve the so · hey ~/\."" 

have. This will in turn negatively impact on the employees and service us~. ~t of ~~ 
the day people with an intellectual disability could well be worse off ra h./\fu;("wbe , from 

the move. ~ \:> 
All commercial businesses spend good time and money sere ,~ tential s affEo t etth 
most productive person for any particular position. ~- is · table a · ble 

business practice. Productivity is not just abouteh ,: sical w~ . ts 
produced but it is about those people that ca ~I o · 1tiativ ~elf- i e ed by 

planning and organising their work, learn~e t~~~ ickly, ta es · · · for work 

strong traits of someone diagnosed ha · in ellect di ~' h ce they very rarely 
quality, communicate clearly and fit~·n b r the tea . se are not the 

get employed in open employment. e that · s a too often tend to be so in 

token positions and typicall~r · a fe ou~s . 

Disability enterprises~e ~~ era B" s 9n e contracts and using the MWE 
permit scheme ~I t r t ose ve y(peop t no one else in business or industry 

employs an off s ploy~a l'mein ngful and enjoyable occupation for the full 

worki~ne ~ ole ~~~f xisting is to give some meaning to disabled peoples 

the o ~ orking that ~e rest of society accept as normal and their right. 
and~ a ticu~ , ellect:s~· ~~ eople's lives to allow them to experience many of 

n o think ~careJull bout, for whose benefit we are looking doing away with the 

. It is n~~~ being led by the people with intellectual disabilities working in 

abilit ~>t:ts r their families yet these are the very people to be affected by any 
deci m . It is a call mostly being made by some articulate activists, academics and 

~

i s b on their own ideologies. They have some support from a few other disability 

, roups however these all too often have little or nothing to do with the intellectual 

ab, · y sector and have done little in the past that's practical to improve intellectually 

abled people lot in life. They look to be speaking from their own perspective and life 

experiences rather than from those that use and benefit from MWE permits. 

The proposed Wage Supplement ideas will leave us with very much the same as we now have 

but under a different name and it will come with added complications in managing. Instead 

of their wage being topped up by their Supported Living Benefit it will now be topped up by 

something called a Wage Supplement. It is just a play on words, a pretence and may well turn 

out to be rather pointless. 

4 



What I believe is needed is: 

• If MSD/Government really wants a true and accurate picture of the understanding of 
what people with an intellectual disability who are employed under MWE believe the 

situation is and if wanting their true views of what their employment means to them, 

then they need to be approached and listened to in person by an independe t third 

party . 

• 

• 

5 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 



April 2019 

OUR RESPONSE TO THE PROPOSED WAGE SUPPLEMENT TO REPLA 

MI NIMUM WAGE EXEMPTION PERMITS 

As parents of a 8 9(2}(a} young 5 9{ 2f orki 
(.a. 

have very real concerns about the propos ch 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

Good afternoon, 

s 9(2[(a}_ 
wage supplement consultation fMSD}: s 
Wage Supplement Consultation 
Sunday, 14 April 2019 1:16:59 PM 

I am writing in relation to the Governments proposed changes to the Wage Supplement as~ 
Alternative lo Minimum Wage Exemption permits. ~ 

Our names ares 9(2)(a) 
employed at s 9(2)(a) 

1rst 
i It 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 

There are three main obstacles to people with disabilities working in a non supported 
workplace. First why would an employer employ a minimum waged employee with a 
disability when a non disabled person with a higher output could be employed. Secondly 
how does an employer deal with OSH requirements in the workplace for a disabled 
employee; very few disabled persons would not incur some form of OSH consideration for 
their work space. Thirdly employers generally (given that the majority of businesses in NZ 
are SME's) cannot be expected to allocate extra resources in supervision or ongoing 
assistance, or particularly with an Intellectually disabled person have the skill set available 
to be able to fully deal with the nature of the disability. 

The disability centres such as 5 9(2r a) deal with all of these considerations on a daily basis. 
The present scheme allows for work to be sought for staff at a contact rate taking into 
account the reduced output capacities of individuals doing this work. Otherwise the work 



could not be done competitively. The workplace also works with a small ratio of 
supervisors to staff and with supervisors who are experienced in handling a wide range of 
disabilities 

Regards 
s 9"(2Y(a) 
s 9(2)(k) 



From: 
To: 
Subject: 
Date: 




